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Newborn Props Deluxe
1. About Newborn Props Deluxe
- Newborn Props Deluxe is a devision of By Manon, located at Old-Ruitenburg 6, 8219BE Lelystad. I am registered at
the Chamber of Commerce under number 80049540
VAT number: NL003386469B28
2. Applicability
- These Terms and Conditions are applied to all orders via webshop www.newbornpropsdeluxe.nl
- When placing an order, the customer accepts the applicability of these terms and conditions.
- It is not possible to deviate from these terms and conditions, unless it is agreed by writing. The other conditions
remain applicable.
- Newborn Props Deluxe reserves the right to change these terms.
3. Product offers
- All prduct on the website of Newborn Deluxe Props are described and photographed as well as possible. As this is
handwork, there is always a slight difference in color or information. Small deviations can not be a reason for
compensation or dissolution of the agreement. If you find the difference onnaceptabel please contact us to discuss
this issue. Newborn Props Deluxe, will take action to come towards you.
4. Prices and Payment
- All prices listed on the website exclude 21% VAT and exclude shipping costs. These are at the end of your order
calculated based on your location and the size of your package. For Customers with a valit VAT number can buy with
0% VAT. Use business at the check out, select your correct country and fill in your correct VAT number.
- For Deliveries abroad, the customer is liable for any outstanding local taxes and import duties.
- Newborn Props Deluxe reserves the right to change prices on the website.
- All prices are subject to pressure - errors. For the consequences of pressure- and typographical errors no liability is
accepted. With pressure-errors, the entrepreneur Newborn Props Deluxe is not obliged to deliver the product at the
incorrect price.
- Special offers and discounts have a limited validity. After this period discounts or offer prices can not be claimed
anymore. Finished = finished.
- On this website it is only possible to pay with paypal, mister cash or ideal.
- To use paypal 3.5% extra costs will be added.
5. Packaging and Shipping
- All packages are shipped with Post.nl
- Letter mail is sent as a mailbox package with a track & trace code.
- The delivery time is maximal 7 working days within the Netherlands. International shipments may take longer. The
stated delivery time is indicative and may not lead to any right or liability of Newborn Props Deluxe. It does not
entitle you to compensation. It is possible to cancel the order if the delivery is so long that you do not want to
maintain the agreement.
- The terms of delivery of the carrier are applicable to the shipment.
- Newborn Props Deluxe is not liable for delays in the delivery causes by the carrier.
6. Exchange or return
- The return of products is only possible when they not used or washed and when they are returned in their original
packaging with tags.
- Would you like to return or exchange? Please contact me within 3 business days after delivery of your product via
email. The product must be returned within 7 days of receipt. After seven days, it is no longer possible to exchange
or return!
- The cost of the return shipment are borne by the buyer.
- The risk of the return lies with the buyer. Therefore Ensure proper postage on the product.
- When Newborn Props Deluxe has received the product intact, then the amount minus the already paid shipping
costs will be returned to your account wihtin 7 days. Does the product show used marks or defects, then Newborn
Props Deluxe has the right to refund no or less money. You will receive immediate notification.
7. Complaints
-Do You have a complaint about a product, please contact within three working days after delivery of the product.
Then we look together what is possible.
8. Liability
- Newborn Props Deluxe is not responsible for damages caused by the customer, third parties or the transport
company.
- All products are manufactured to use for a photo session. The materials are not suitable for everyday use. Do not
leave your baby or child alone with the materials to prevent accidents.
9. Customer privacy
- All personal information will only be used for sending your order. This will not be provided to third parties.
10. Copyright of Newborn Props Deluxe
-All Photos on this website were taken by Manon Photography.
-Everything on this website is protected by copyright. The copying of texts or images is not permitted without our
prior explicit written permission.
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